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CT
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presentss an efficient gender
g
classiffication techniique which is based on nov
vel feature sellection
The study
methood from Haarr based waveelet packets an
nd Eigen valuues of Gaborr filters. This forms an efffective
featurre vector to bee used by the neural netwoork classifier. The
T method presented
p
in thhis paper enjooys the
featurres like high speed
s
and low
w space requireements.
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1.

I
INTRODUCT
TION

Gender classiification probllem is an activ
ve and challennging researchh area which has
h attracted a great
deal of
o attention recently.
r
Gendder classificattion techniquees aims to deetermine the gender
g
of a subject
s
from face images. The face imaages analysis plays
p
an impoortant role in computer visiion, e.g. it hass been
succeessfully used in many appplications i.ee. automated security/survveillance systtems, demographic
studiees, safety monnitoring system
ms, biometric and human-roobotic interacttion.
Most challengging task in gender
g
classifi
fication is the representation of the face image in term
m of a
vectoor. This vectorr provides inpput to a trainedd classifier annd classifies thhe face imagees in gender cllasses.
The ooverall processs can be sum
mmarized in tw
wo main poinnts (1) Effectiv
ve feature exttraction. (2) Pattern
P
recoggnition throughh trained classsifiers.
A number off different techhniques based
d on facial im
mages have beeen reported in the literatuure for
solvinng this probleem. These techniques incluude geometrical feature bassed methods [1],
[ graph maatching
methoods [2], local directional paattern (LDP) [3],
[ support veector machinee (SVM)[4-6] and neural neetwork
basedd methods [7]]. These approoaches are claassified into feature
f
based and feature and template based
technniques.
The method presented
p
in this paper is a feature bassed method of extracting texture
t
inform
mation.
Featuure selection process
p
presennted in this paper
p
works on
o two dimen
nsions. First of
o all it analyssis the
input image on the base of besst nodes of wavelet
w
packetts and seconddly for one LL wavelet im
mage it
performs the detail Gabor analyysis and seleccts a set of Eigen values too completely represent
r
the Gabor
featurres. When thee feature selecction process completes theen neural netw
works classifiier is trained oon the
acquiired feature veector for classiification purposes.
In practice, th
he dimension of a Gabor feature
f
vectorr is so high th
hat the compuutation and meemory
requirrements are very
v
large. Forr this reason, several
s
samplling methods have
h
been prooposed to deteermine
the “ooptimal” subsset of Gabor features.
fe
This study proposees an effectivee Gabor featurre selection method
m
as weell which comppletely represents the large set of values into a small one.
o
The overall process
p
involvves the follow
wing steps. Foor every imagge present in image databaase we
determ
mine the wavelet packets trree for that im
mage. Then froom set of all nodes
n
of waveelet packets trree we
determ
mine the best nodes on the base of Shann
non entropy. The
T reason to use the waveelet packets annalysis
is thaat it representts the local teexture values quite efficiently. These selected
s
nodess are then used for
wavelet transformaations to reprresent the loccal texture state in the feaature vector. In second steep we
mine the meaan of Eigen vaalues obtained
d after the appplication of set of Gabor filters
f
on one of LL
determ
compponent of the best nodes trree. Merging these
t
featuress with waveleet features willl give the reqquired
featurre vector. In last
l step we trrained the neuural network classifier
c
to classify the gennder on the baases of
obtainned feature veectors.
Rest of this paper
p
is strucctured as folloow. In sectionn 2 a brief deescription of the related work
w
is
provided. In sectioon 3 wavelet packets
p
are disscussed in dettail. Section 4 describes thee proposed method.
m
mentation and results follow
wed by discusssion on the results
r
obtaineed and
Sectioon 5 describes our experim
sectioon 6 concludes the paper.
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2.

RELATED WORK

Gender classification is addressed in computer vision from a long period of time, but researchers
are still searching for improved gender classification. Xu et al.[8]came with hybrid face coding method
for facial feature extraction. They extracted geometry features and fused them with features extracted by
AdaBoost algorithm to form a feature vector and used SVM classifier for classification. Lee and Wei [9]
presented an effective technique using three features, facial texture features, hair geometry features and
mustache features. The extracted features covering the global, local, geometry and texture properties.
They designed a two phased AdaBoost classifier architecture to perform the gender classification. Tapia
et al. [10] came with feature selection based on mutual information and feature fusion to improve gender
classification. They compared the results of fusing three groups of features, three spatial scales, and four
different mutual information measures to select features. The results improved by fusion of LBP features
with different radii and spatial scales, and the selection of features using mutual information. They used
minimum redundancy and maximal relevance (mRMR), normalized mutual information feature selection
(NMIFS), conditional mutual information feature selection (CMIFS), and conditional mutual information
maximization (CMIM) as the measure of mutual information.
Li et al. [11] came with a novel gender classification framework, that uses not only facial features,
but also external information. They extracted features from five facial components that are forehead,
eyes, nose, mouth and chin instead of the whole face and used SVM. Moghaddam and Yang[12] applied
the SVMs to gender classification with low-resolution thumbnail faces. The SVMs produced much better
results than the techniques such as Radial Basis Function (RBF) classifiers and large ensemble-RBF
networks. Yang et al.[13]presented an experimental study on automatic face gender classification that
focused on the different texture normalization methods to the performances of gender classification by
SVM, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Real Adaboost.
Irtaza, et al. [14] presented an efficient gender classification technique using Gabor features. They
selected Gabor features ranked on the basis of entropy and merged with mean Gabor features values.
Their techniques is fast and space requirement is low. Lam, et al.[15] proposed a content based image
retrieval system for computed tomography nodule images. Their system takes the input image and
generates Haralik, Gabor, and Markov random field features. On the extracted features they perform
Euclidian, Manhattan and Chebychev distances to find the relevant images from image database. This
paper has made good contribution by effectively retrieving images from image database, so it is an
effective guideline for gender classification problem as well. Scalzo et al.[16]came with a new Feature
Fusion Hierarchical (FFH) method for gender classification using Genetic algorithm. There algorithm
worked in two phases. In first phase, Gabor and Laplace features are extracted and used as input to
feature fusion level. In second phase, classifiers fusion uses output of future fusion level to produce a
result. Lee and Shih[17] proposed a facial expression recognition technique based on improved radial
bases function network. Their technique is significant in a sense that they are using Gabor features for
this purpose and they have introduced an efficient feature selection technique which is based on entropy
criteria; the technique reduces the processing time and space requirement for the classification purposes.
3.

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

Wavelet packets and Gabor features are described here. So the experimentation can be understood
very easily.
3.1 Wavelet Packets
To analyze the signals in a rich way the wavelet packet method is used which is a generalization of
wavelet decomposition and can be described by the collection of functions W x J ∈ Z obtained
from[18]:
∑

2

(1)
∑

2
(2)
Where ‘p’ is a scale index and ‘l’ is the translation index.
Φ
is the scaling function.
ψ is the basic wavelet function [18].
and
are the quadratic mirror filters. Wavelet
packets are well localized in both time and frequency and thus provide an attractive alternative to pure
frequency (Fourier) analysis. For a given orthogonal wavelet function, we obtain a library of bases called
wavelet packet bases. Each of these bases offers a particular way of coding signals, reconstructing exact
features and preserving global energy. The inverse relationship between wavelet packets of different
scales can be shown through[18]:
2

∑

∑

2
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Equation (3) can be used to calculate the wavelet packets. Coefficients of coarser scale can be
calculated using eq. 1 and eq. 2
∑
2 ,
(4)
,
∑
2 ,
(5)
,
The main difference between normal wavelet decomposition and wavelet packets decomposition is
that despite of just splitting the approximation components wavelet packets decomposes the detail
components as well. So by this richest analysis becomes possible.
S
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DD

Figure 1. Wavelet packets decomposition at level 2
Wavelet packets procedure results in a large number of decompositions and its explicit enumerations
are unmanageable. So it is necessary to find the optimal decomposition with respect to some reasonable
criterion. One convenient criterion can be the selection of tree nodes on the base of best entropy values.
In this paper we have used Shannon entropy measure to calculate the entropy. This can be calculated as:
∑ s log s
E S
(6)
Using the Shannon entropy the optimal or the best tree can be calculated using the following
scheme. A node N will be split into two nodes N1 and N2 if and only if the sum of the entropy of N1 and
N2 is less than the entropy of N. This is a local criterion based only on the information available at the
node N. It will lead in the form of a tree which is of much smaller size than the actual tree.
3.2 Gabor Features
Gabor filtering is effectively used for pattern classification and texture information extraction. The
main application areas in the field of computer vision include face recognition, gender identification, Iris
recognition, directional image enhancement and content based retrieval of images from large image
repositories. An important fact about Gabor filteringis that they can be used to model the receptive fields
of simple cells in the mammalian primary visual cortex as complex 2-D Gabor filters [19].
Gabor filter is a sinusoid function modulated by a Gaussian and extracts feature information from an
image in the form of a response images by applying varying parameters[15]. Such filters after
convolution generate the set of response images which are based on different frequencies and
orientations; and from these response images we generate the representative feature vectors based on
salient points.
In our implementation the filters we used are defined by the following equation[15].
,
Where

(7)

cos
sin
(8)
sin
sin
(9)
And σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian function, λ is the wavelength of the harmonic
function, θ is the orientation, and γ is the spatial aspect ratio which is left constant at 0.5. The spatial
frequency bandwidth is the ratio σ/λ and is held constant and equal to 0.56. Thus there are two
parameters which changes when forming a Gabor filter θ and λ.
The input image is divided into 9x9 non-overlapping regions. The Gabor filter is then convolved
with different parameters; and it will generate the response images. As per the work done by Lam et.al
[15] we are using only the odd component of the Gabor filter which does not produce imaginary output:
γ

π θ

θ
G x, y
sin
(10)
exp θ
α
λ
We convolve the image with 12 Gabor filters tuned to four orientations (θ) and three frequencies
(1/λ). Orientation varied from 0 to 3π/4 (stepping by π/4) and frequency varied from 0.3 to 0.5 (stepping
by 0.1).
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4.

PR
ROPOSED ME
ETHOD

In this section
n we will preesent our methhodology for the gender cllassification. The
T overall process
consists of followiing steps. For every image in the image database, we will calculatee the correspoonding
w
packeets tree, we will select the most
m optimum nodes
wavelet packets treee; after calculation of the wavelet
of thee tree at everyy level as the correspondingg best tree nodes on the baase of entropy. This best treee will
be used for the furtther processinng. Which is, to generate thhe wavelet sig
gnatures, and from
f
this set of
o best
he LL waveleet packet. Thiss node is usedd to select thee eigen
nodess we select onne node corressponding to th
basedd Gabor featu
ures generatioon and selecttion; which aare merged with
w
wavelet signature
s
valuues to
finalize the correspponding featurre vector. Thiss feature vectoor will be usedd by the neuraal network claassifier
on purposes. Subsections
S
will define the procedure
p
in detail.
d
for thhe classificatio

Fiigure 2. Archiitecture of Gennder Classificcation
4.1 H
Haar Wavelett Packets Signatures
For the geneeration of Haaar signatures we have com
mputed the coomplete Shan
nnon entropy based
wavelet packets off the corresponnding input im
mages up to thhe 3rd level. This
T will resuult in the form
m of 64
p
tree. But
B we are con
ncerned with only those no
odes which haave the best enntropy
nodess of wavelet packets
valuees, as those noodes form the most represen
ntative set of signatures
s
useed for the idenntification purrposes.
So for this purposee we have generated the besst entropy valuued tree as corrresponding best tree.

Figuure 3. Input im
mage
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( Corresponnding best noddes on the basee of entropy. These
T
Figurre 4. (a) Compplete wavelet packets tree. (b)
beest nodes are used
u
for signaatures generatiion
(0,0)

(1,0)
(

(2,0)

(2,,1) (2,2) (2,3)

(1,1)

(2,4)

(2,5) (2,6) (2,7)

(1,2)

(1,3))

(2,8) (22,9) (2,10) (2,11) (2,12) (2,13) (2,14
4) (2,15)

Figure 5. Full wavelet
w
packeets tree structu
ure

Figgure 6. Correspponding best tree extractedd from the wav
velet packets tree.
t
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Figure 3 is an example input image which will be passed to the system for the feature vector
generation; Figure 4(a) is showing the corresponding full wavelet packets tree in image format for input
image of Figure 3. Full wavelet packets tree structure can be found in figure 5. Figure 4(b) is showing the
best tree generated from the full wavelet packets tree in image format. Best tree nodes information can be
found in figure 6.
Nodes of the best tree are used for the Haar based signatures generation using the following
formula[19]:
f

∑

(11)

∗

Where fr is the computed Wavelet signature (texture feature representation) of the sub image, Cij is
the representation of the intensity value of all elements of sub image and i × j is the size of the sub image
[19].
4.2 Gabor Features
After convolution of the Gabor filters with varying parameters we will have a set of twelve
response images. The pixels of those images will represent the Gabor response values which should be
incorporated in the feature vector; but if we will follow this scheme this will result in hundreds of
thousands of features, which demands heavy memory and processing requirements. So to avoid this
problem in our implementation we have chosen the following scheme:
 Obtain the twelve Gabor based response images after applying parameters.
 Obtain the Eigen values vector corresponding to every Gabor response image. This will
result in the form of twelve Eigen values vectors.
 Take the mean of every Eigen values vector.
 Merge the values in one vector.
So after the application of these steps we will have twelve values corresponding to the every Gabor
response image. The benefit of this scheme is that we have reduced the thousands of Gabor based
features in the form of just twelve values; and this reduced set is the most representative set of the Gabor
based features.
4.3 Feature Vector Generation
Our feature vector consists of the values from wavelet signatures vector and Eigen Gabor features
response vector. Merging of the vectors in one vector will be the corresponding feature vector on which
our neural networks classifier will run. In our implementation the feature vector corresponding to the
input images consists of twenty two signature features. Ten features are representing the Haar wavelet
signatures and twelve features are representing the Eigen based Gabor feature signatures. The benefit of
this scheme is that due to the small set of features neural networks classifier takes less amount of time on
processing of the vectors for training and testing purposes.
4.4 Classification
For classification purposes we have used back propagation neural network classifier. Our classifier
consists of one input layer having twenty two neurons; one hidden layer having five neurons and one
output layer having one neuron. We have used 40% of the images present in image database for the
training purposes and remaining 60% of the images for the testing purposes. After testing of the network
we have calculated the numbers of correct detections for female images, false positive detections for
female images, true positive detections for male images, and false alarms for male images; and on the
base of this we have calculated the average accuracy, median accuracy, average sensitivity and average
specificity of the classification.
5.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The proposed method is applied on the image database having male and female images and gender
classification was performed. The detail of the procedure is present in the following subsections.
5.1 Data
We used Stanford University Medical Student (SUMS) database as our image database. The
database contains two hundred male images and two hundred female images. The size of each image is
200x200. Eighty male and eighty female images are used for the training of neural networks classifier,
and remaining images from both sets are used for the testing purposes. Figure 7 shows some example
images from the image database.
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F
Figure7.
A sam
mple of SUMS
S face databasse
5.2 P
Procedure
For every imaage present inn the image daatabase we havve generated the
t correspondding feature vectors
v
accorrding to the prrocedure menttioned in secttion 4. In the next
n
step of im
mplementation we have asssigned
class labels to thesse feature vecctors.‘1’ is useed to represennt female imaages; and ‘0’ is
i used to reppresent
male images. Wheen this processs is completee our neural networks
n
classsifier was traiined on 40% of the
data bboth from malle and female images. Tablee 1 shows the parameter setttings for our classifier.
T
Table 1. Param
meter settings for
f the classifiier
Method
Classificatioon method
Number of runs
r
Epochs per run
r
Training sett female images
Training sett male images
Testing set female
f
images
Testing set male
m images

Condiitions
Neuraal network classifi
fication trained wiith back propagattion
algoritthm.
Classiifier was trained and
a tested for the ten iterations.
50 epo
ochs were used inn every iteration.
Contaained 40% of the female
f
images.
Contaained 40% of the male
m images.
Contaained 60% of malee images.
Contaained 60% of malee images.

In every iteraation; we havee calculated thhe numbers off correct detections for femaale images. W
We also
he detections of the femalle images whhich were con
nsidered as male
m
images by
b the
have calculated th
m as false posiitive detectionns for female images. Truee positive deteections
classiifier; we havee labeled them
for m
male images were
w
determined as well, means
m
male im
mages which were
w
classifieed correctly. Finally
F
the faalse alarms foor male imagees were calcullated which m
means the male images whiich were considered
as thee female imagges; and on thee base of this we have calcuulated the aveerage accuracy
y, median acccuracy,
averaage sensitivity and average specificity
s
of the classificattion.
Average accuuracy is used to determine the efficiencyy of our propo
osed method. Average Acccuracy
can be calculated as:
a
A
Average
Accu
uracy
(12)
S
Sensitivity waas calculated to determinne the efficieency of classsifier in term
ms of male gender
g
identiification. Senssitivity can bee calculated ass:
S
Sensitivity
(13)
S
Specificity waas calculated as
a a measure to determine the efficiencyy of classifierr in terms of female
f
gendeer classificatio
on.
S
Specificity
(14)
A
According to our criteria of efficiencyy measuremennt average acccuracy, averaage sensitivitty and
averaage specificity
y should be cloose to 100%.
5.3 R
Results
The average accuracy
a
of thhe algorithm after
a
10 iteratiion is 100%; which means that sensitivitty and
specifficity will be
b 100% as well as therre are no misclassificatio
m
ons. So if we
w summarizze the
experrimentation reesults it is proved
p
that itt is the best technique presented
p
so far for the gender
g
classiification purpo
oses. Table 2 formally presents the resultts of the classiification.
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Table 2. Classification results
Iteration

Accuracy
(%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Average

97.75
97.75
97.50
97.50
97.00
98.00
97.75
97.25
97.00
97.75
97.525

Female
Detection
(%)
98.5
98.0
98.5
98.0
97.5
98.5
97.0
97.5
98.0
98.5
98.0

True
Positive (%)

False
Positive

False
Alarm

Sensitivity(%
)

Specificity(%
)

97.0
97.5
96.5
97.0
96.5
97.5
98.5
97.0
96.0
97.0
97.05

3
4
3
4
5
3
6
5
4
3
4

6
5
7
6
7
5
3
6
8
6
5.9

0.94
0.95
0.93
0.94
0.93
0.95
0.97
0.94
0.92
0.94
0.941

0.97
0.96
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.97
0.94
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.96

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, problem of gender classification has been addressed. The observations have shown that
Gabor features are when ranked and combined with random mean feature values they improve
classification accuracy. The proposed method is robust to varying illumination effects and un-even size
images. The method is very efficient because high classification accuracies can be obtained with the
proposed technique.
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